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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the role of reproductions in history museums and homes in
the late twentieth century. The object is to determine how reproductions relate to
cultural attitudes about authenticity and originals and how Americans interpret the past
through the medium of reproductions.
The study explores the function of reproductions in history museums,
particularly living history and historic house museums. Several reproductions programs,
including those of Plimoth Plantation, Old Sturbridge Village, and Hancock Shaker
Village, are outlined to illustrate the way museums incorporate reproductions into their
interpretive schemes and how visitors respond to them. The study also questions how
reproductions affect the status of museums.
In addition, the study addresses the role of museums in the formation and
perpetuation of the colonial revival in the late-twentieth century as it is manifested by the
use of museum-licensed reproductions in American homes. Colonial Williamsburg’s
licensing program with Baker Furniture and influential design books are examined in
depth.
Finally, the study explores some of the theoretical issues surrounding
reproductions, how people understand them, and the cultural importance of authenticity.
The thesis concludes that reproductions can help history museums fulfill their
dual mission of preserving artifacts and educating visitors. Reproductions also challenge
the traditional roles of museums as treasure-keepers, altering the relationship between
museums and the antiques market.
In addition, museums have a large amount of influence over the taste of the
American middle and upper classes. Trends in home decorating can be traced back to
museums like Colonial Williamsburg. Museums are awarded authority based on
scholarship and the value of their collections.
Ultimately, attitudes toward reproductions differ depending on occupation
(museum visitor, museum curator, collector, home decorator) and context. An
examination of museums and reproductions can provide insight into how some
Americans regard museums, authenticity, history, and the home.

PRODUCING THE PAST:
MUSEUMS, REPRODUCTIONS, CONSUMERS, AND AUTHENTICITY

INTRODUCTION

As museum visitors, collectors, and armchair historians, Americans have long
had a fascination with the past and its material manifestations. Because of the scarcity
of well-preserved artifacts, however, museums and household consumers alike have
been satisfying their needs and interests with reproductions along with or instead of
original objects. This study investigates the production, consumption, and meanings of
reproductions in museums and households.
Chapter I explores the roles of reproductions in history museums, including
historic house museums and historic sites. Several reproductions programs are outlined
to illustrate the way museums currently use reproductions in relation to originals,
interpreters, and visitors. Chapter II focuses on products marketed by the leader of
museum reproductions, the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, in order to gain insight
into the nature of the colonial revival in the American home. Chapter III addresses
some of the theoretical issues surrounding reproductions and authenticity.
A few definitions should precede further discussion of the topic. An original is
an authentic object, often with documentation or proof of its age, origin, or provenance.
A reproduction is a copy based on a surviving original or, in some cases, modeled
after a drawing, photograph, or other proof of a once-existing object. Most literally, a
2
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reproduction is made of the same material and in the same manner as its prototype;
however, not all museums and consumers demand the same level of exactness.
Accuracy refers to a reproduction’s fidelity to its antecedent. Authenticity is often
used interchangeably with “accuracy”; however, in its strictest sense it refers to the
genuiness of an original. In reality, all of these terms are defined in relation to one
another. Chapter III explores the cultural significance of the words people use to
describe originals and reproductions.
Reproductions tell as much about the culture that produced them as they do
about the objects after which they are fashioned. Museum expert Ivo Maroevic defines
a “reproduction” in terms of accuracy, calling it an “object which is made . . . in order
to give the most correct possible image of the original. . . object.”1 This definition
reflects the accepted, though immeasurable, standard of accuracy used by many
museums. Often the pressures of the modem world outweigh the desire for a
reproduction’s historical fidelity. Cultural factors such as economics shape the
standards of both museums and household consumers. The levels of accuracy required
of various reproductions and achieved in different contexts of production can reveal
valuable information about a culture’s attitudes toward history. The production,
exhibition, and consumption of reproductions tell much about the relevance the past has
to the present.
“Mention reproduction furniture to a dealer of fine antiques, and he might well
wrinkle his nose as if you’d suggested replacing the Hope Diamond with a zircon.”2
The widespread acceptance of reproductions is often viewed as a threat by people
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whose livelihoods depend on a cultural fascination with authenticity. The availability of
high-quality reproductions has a real impact on the market for originals, the role and
status of museums, and the material forms people choose for their homes.

CHAPTER I
REPRODUCTIONS AND MUSEUMS

Museums use reproductions when they want to represent something that either
is unavailable to them or would be unduly endangered by its exhibition. In 1985 the
International Committee for Museology (ICOM) held a symposium to discuss some of
the controversial issues surrounding the use of reproductions in museums. Contributor
Peter van Mensch writes, “mention the use of copies, and feelings will run high in
museum circles. Seldom have opinions diverged so much on any museological topic.”1
Many museums have found reproductions to be useful and legitimate under certain
circumstances. Reproductions can help museums fulfill their dual missions of education
and preservation. This chapter addresses the use of reproductions in history museums,
particularly historic house museums and living history sites.
Even the most conservative curators are usually willing to accept a moderate
use of reproductions (window curtains, for example) in museums. According to some
museum experts, however, widespread use of reproductions challenges traditional
museum standards:
Deciding to use a reproduction is not as clear cut as it may appear. The
collection is the foundation of a museum. It is part of the mandate of an historic
site to preserve original artifacts and it is also part of their mandate to exhibit
5
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them. There is little point in having a well researched, documented and
preserved collection if it is inaccessible to the public.2
Proponents of reproductions would argue that visitors access original objects through
the medium of reproductions, but this is an unsatisfactory compromise for many experts
who believe that there is no substitute for authenticity.
The use of reproductions can affect the status of an institution in the eyes of
museum specialists, visitors, and cultural critics. While the American Association of
Museums does not require accredited institutions to collect original objects, Brenda
Berck suggests that reproductions may undermine a museum’s worth, which she
measures in terms of monetary value: “The concern to own and exhibit ‘the real thing’
comes less from a belief about the essence of an object and more from attitudes about
a museum’s status, for a museum acquires status by having in its collections precious
material. Preciousness is determined by the high price paid for the objects.”3 Museums
capitalize on the authenticity they possess and produce. Michael J. Ettema suggests
that museums use their authority to make objects more scarce and desirable, thereby
indirectly improving their own statuses and those of their donors and patrons:
Since museums infrequently return objects to the marketplace, their role is to
provide the other participants [i.e. dealers and private collectors] with
antiquarian-oriented information. This data fosters appreciation of artifacts and
legitimizes collecting behavior. By providing a professional service that has an
aura of academic purity and the rhetoric of the pursuit of knowledge, the
antiquarian tradition in museums lends the appearance of order and reason to
an activity that lacks much of a rational base. Furthermore, museum
scholarship has a substantial commercial function in the network; by enhancing
enjoyment it also enhances price.4
Dealers and collectors reap the indirect but very real financial benefits of their donations
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and patronage of museums. For this reason, those whose livelihoods depend on a
market for originals are often alarmed by the widespread acceptance of reproductions
in museums.
Not all museums base their worth on the monetary value of their collections,
however; for example, Plimoth Plantation, a living history museum that depicts life in
Plymouth Colony in the early seventeenth century, capitalizes on a different kind of
authenticity derived from the quality of the scholarship it produces rather than the value
of its objects. Furnished with reproductions, the only link the museum has to something
original is its location in the town of Plymouth, Massachusetts, though not on the original
site of settlement. Werner W. Pommerehne and J. Martin Granica call museums like
Plimoth Plantation “cultural multipliers” because they can be reproduced on other sites
to reach wider audiences.5 Multiplier museums may bring the value of authentic
objects into question and may help return prices of originals to a more reasonable level.
Alternately, by fostering an interest in period objects, they may, like museums with
original collections, make original objects more desirable to a culture that values
authenticity. The success of Plimoth Plantation, however, shows that a museum can
attract an audience even when there is not a significant market for either original or
reproduction objects like those it displays.
Many museums use reproductions in addition to or in lieu of originals. Plimoth
Plantation has a small collection of originals, some of which were used in the village
when the museum first opened in the 1950s. Since 1969, however, all of the objects
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used in the living history area have been reproductions.6 Maureen Richard, Head of
Reproductions at Plimoth Plantation, explains that reproductions are a fundamental part
of the museum: “The Reproduction Collections provide the basic framework for the
living history interpretation in the 1627 Pilgrim Village and on Mayflower II. To re
create and support the interpretation and complete the culture of 17th-century Plymouth
the open-air sites are furnished with over 7,000 reproduced artifacts.”7
Some reproductions used in the museum village are purchased from American
or European artisans, while others are produced internally. At the Carriage House
Craft Center, visitors can observe non-costumed artisans reproducing objects that the
settlers would have brought with them or imported. Richard explains that the artisans
learn from original objects in the collection: “the Artisans are connected to the Originals
program because it is important for the artisans to do hands-on surveying of the
originals.”8 Reproducing an original can be a form of research: “Copying and
reconstructing can be an attempt to repeat the process that originally created the object.
It is through attempting to reach the exact replica of the original that one can at times
get a glimpse of the tecnique [szc] and skill, that overcame the obstacles in the past.”9
Through demonstration, explanation, and the objects they make, artisans in the Craft
Center convey what they know about authentic seventeenth-century objects to the
visitors. Richard explains that “the Craft Center allows the public to observe and
understand that 17th-century crafts are not a static entity.”10 Visitors can see the
objects made in the Craft Center being used in the museum village. In the village,
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visitors learn about the material life of early Plymouth through the interaction between
the first-person interpreters and the objects and, in some cases, themselves and the
objects, rather than through written or oral explanations.
Other museums, like Old Sturbridge Village in Sturbridge, Massachusetts, mix
originals and reproductions in exhibition spaces. As a living history museum, Old
Sturbridge Village uses reproductions for demonstrations and to help create the look of
a whole environment for portraying early nineteenth-century life in New England.
Frank G. White, Curator of Mechanical Arts, explains that “accurate reproductions . . .
enable the interpretation staff to portray early life and activities in a more convincing and
credible manner.”11 The museum attempts to blend reproductions and originals
seamlessly so that visitors will not be conscious of the incongruity. Curators believe that
the impressions the reproductions afford are more vibrant and probably more accurate
than those that would be generated by visitors’ imaginations in the absence of a
complete setting.
Accuracy of reproductions, or what the museum calls “authenticity,” is a
primary concern for Old Sturbridge Village. The collections management policy states,
“all exhibit reproductions will be approved by a curator and will meet the highest
possible standards of authenticity and craftsmanship.”12 Curators try to use objects in
the museum’s collection as prototypes, but “in cases where we simply cannot find a
prototype, we will work from period illustrations and verbal descriptions.”13 White also
explained that curators try to be sure that they can authenticate the original before it is
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copied: “Wherever possible we copy originals that are documentable to this region and
time period. For example, we waited to reproduce a cast iron plow until we found an
original marked by a manufacturer who we know marketed his plows here in central
Massachusetts in the 1820s and 1830s.”14
Old Sturbridge Village has a clearly-stated policy regarding the management of
its reproduction collection:
Each reproduction which is valued at $50 or more, whether produced at Old
Sturbridge Village or purchased from an outside vendor, will be assigned a
unique accession number, recorded in an accession ledger and cataloged.
Recognizing its responsibility to clearly differentiate these high quality
reproductions from similar antique objects, the museum will endeavor to label
each reproduction in a not-easily-reversible manner. Research reproductions
will be processed and recorded according to standard accessioning and
cataloging practices.15
Labeling and tracking reproductions like originals reinforce their value and importance
in the museum. In addition, the policy ensures that neither curators nor future
generations will be misled by reproduction objects. It also implies that the
reproductions are expected to be of a quality that might cause even an expert to
mistake them for authentic objects.
Reproductions help Old Sturbridge Village fulfill its role as a guardian of cultural
resources. The Collections Management Policy indicates that “in an effort to assure
[the] long term preservation of its various object collections, Old Sturbridge Village
chooses not to use, and consequently to consume, historic materials in its programs.
Whenever feasible, therefore, reproductions will be used for all demonstrations and
hands-on-activities.”16 By “consume,” White no doubt means to “use up” historical
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resources, but ironically this concept is linked to the consumption or commodification of
objects and history, which is discussed at greater length in Chapter II. As the
foundation of the museum’s status, authentic objects must retain their value as
commodities and therefore must be preserved.
The Museum of American Frontier Culture in Staunton, Virginia, has a clear
statement about the value of reproductions for the sake of preservation and education:
Museums are based on the understanding that there is information contained in
or carried by objects that cannot be conveyed by other means. This unique
quality of objects may relate to aesthetics, technical or historical information, or
all three. Reproductions attempt to convey this information while preserving the
originals.17
The policy demands honest use of reproductions: “Whenever inquiries are made
concerning reproductions used on the farm sites, the museum staff must identify
reproductions to the best of their knowledge.”18 In order to alleviate confusion and
preserve the collection, the Museum of American Frontier Culture is working to replace
original objects in the exhibits with reproductions:
Because the use of period antiques on-site sends a mixed signal to museum
visitors, and because it is strongly discouraged by the American Association of
Museums, antiques should not be exposed to potential damage by being placed
on farm sites. The practice of using antiques will be phased out according to a
timetable and funding plan to be included in the Long-Range Plan.19
Although reproductions generally cost less than original objects, quality reproductions
require a large investment. Museums that are accustomed to using originals may be
reluctant or unable to replace them with expensive reproductions. In time, however,
these museums might not have a collection. Reflecting the monetary and cultural value
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associated with authenticity, standard museum ethics require institutions to preserve
original collections for future generations.
Hancock Shaker Village in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, uses both original and
reproduction objects in museum buildings. Todd Burdick, Director of Interpretation
and Education, explains that visitors are encouraged to look at originals and touch
reproductions.20 Visitors can see reproductions being made by artisans in the village.
The “Hancock Shaker Village Crafts and Domestic Industries Program Policy” clearly
states the benefit of craft demonstrations:
As an educational institution committed to scholarship, we are informed
by research and the study of our artifact collections. As a history
museum set in a restored original Shaker Village, we use crafts and
trades skills, processes and people to bring the Shaker story to life, and
to pass on historical information to educate and entertain the visiting
public.21
Visitors seem to respond to the interaction between objects and people that
reproductions make possible. Products made in the village are popular items in the gift
shop. The Crafts and Domestic Industries Program greatly influences sales; when the
oval box maker quit, gift shop sales of the item plummeted.22 The lack of personal
association made the boxes less meaningful and desirable to visitors.
Today many museums have hands-on exhibitions like the Discovery Room at
Hancock Shaker Village where visitors can try using a reproduction spinning wheel,
loom, or quill pen.23 Reproductions allow visitors to experience the feeling of wearing,
holding, or using an object similar to one that was experienced by people of the past.
ICOM symposium contributor Marianne Bro-Jorgensen explains the benefits of using
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reproductions for this purpose:
In the educational area copies have the advantage of being robust. Especially
concerning implements, whose function you want to demonstrate, it is important
that they can stand being swung, beaten against eachother [sic] and against
other material. An experiment to show the ability of flint- and bronze-axes to
cut down trees, would hardly be thinkable without copies. A child or grown-up
visitor gets a better knowledge of fighting possibilities and positions from being
able to hold, cut and thrust with a copy of a bronze-age sword with its short hilt
than from ever so many drawings and words.24
Many museum displays require visitors to use sight alone to access the meaning of
objects: “The requirements for an object on display are on the whole restricted to a
very limited part of its total information value, the emphasis being on its visual impact.
Its visual value is the essence of the object in communication.”25 Through the use of
reproductions, visitors are permitted to experience objects with more of their senses
and to acquire an understanding of the skills associated with an object’s use.
Although reproductions may help curators express certain themes and preserve
original artifacts, they can also create more work for curators and confusion for visitors
unless handled with careful consideration. Curators are responsible for researching and
designing or evaluating available reproductions. In addition, they must help write
policies that address the benefits and disadvantages of using reproductions in their
museums.
One of the issues surrounding reproductions that sparks lively debate concerns
the apparent condition of museum objects. Many museum visitors are accustomed to
the faded patina of originals and are upset when they see a bright coat of paint, for
example, historically accurate as it may be. The challenge for museums is to present
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scholarship that sometimes opposes widely-held assumptions without losing its
audience. In general, visitors prefer to be neither placated nor cheated by museums.
They expect museums to present accurate information. Catherine Cooper Cole
believes that in some contexts reproductions may afford a more accurate appearance
than originals:
Original artifacts do not look in 1985 as they would have in the period due to
fading, wear, alterations, etc. Some items used within historic sites, particularly
textiles, paper goods and enamel-ware can not generally be restored to their
original appearance. Showing originals in an environment that is intended to
give a living history impression may be misleading.26
Some museums may accelerate the natural ageing process of their reproductions to suit
a certain context or to make them blend with originals. Many living history museums
allow reproductions to age naturally through daily use. Vivian Lea Stevens, Curator of
Collections at the Museum of American Frontier Culture, writes, “While a reproduction
will not have the patina of an antique, a well-crafted reproduction will still convey
similar information about how it was made and used. For example, once a
reproduction wooden plane has been used on a living history site it will begin to show
similar wear and patina to an antique.”27 Some museums find that they wish to portray
different stages in an object’s history of use in different settings. White explains how
this is approached at Old Sturbridge Village:
The raw, new look of a reproduction can be both an asset and a liability in
museum exhibits and demonstrations. In the Asa Knight Store reproductions
were used extensively and successfully as they represented new stock in an
operating store whereas antique merchandise would not have given the
appearance o f a store with new goods coming in and going out on a regular
basis. In the Shoe Shop, for instance, the effect of reproductions was not as
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successful at first since nearly everything looked new and unused. After a few
months o f regular use, however, the reproduction tools and equipment lost its
fresh appearance, and the shop looked as if it had been worked in for years.
Generally, we prefer to let reproductions age naturally and do not make an
effort to artificially patinate them.28
Reproductions and their appearances are selected and determined based on a story
that a museum wants to tell. For this reason they are more manipulable than originals
and expand a museum’s possibilities for interpretation.
The maker o f a reproduction is faced with choosing which moment of an
original object’s history will be captured in material form. Van Mensch explains how
this choice can affect the meaning of the reproduction: “An object per se is not static.
Important changes in object information may occur through frequent usage,
deterioration (influenced by endogenous or exogenous factors), and through
conservation or restoration, if any.”29 Bro-Jorgensen attempts to avoid the problems
associated with reproducing an object’s prior state by eliminating the possibility of even
informed speculation:
Copies, even for educational purposes, should always be as close as possible
to the original in its present state both in material, form and surface. Missing
parts or fragmentary surfaces should not be filled out, but the copy must be as
exact a replica of the original as it is possible for a person to do, who is
thousands o f years and development [sic] from the original creator. Anything
else is a reconstruction, something that is a further development [s7'c] of the
present state of the object.30
Although this policy prevents the intervention of historical imagination, it also privileges
the present history of the original object over its past condition. Kenneth L. Ames
explains that an object’s history is like a life which cannot be broken into relatively
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important parts:
Objects have not a single past but an unbroken sequence of past times leading
backward from the present moment. Moreover, there is no ideal spot on the
temporal continuum that inherently deserves emphasis. . . . In evaluating or
admiring one piece of the past, we tend to ignore and devalue others. One
reality lives at the expense of countless others.31
Institutions make choices about the use of reproductions and their decisions reflect their
priorities, goals, and, to some extent, the expectations of their visitors.
Museum visitors understand objects in terms of their own experiences,
approaching them from unique perspectives, sometimes united by similar experiences of
ethnicity, gender, educational background, or other factors. Museums try to interpret
objects in a way that makes them relevant to a diverse audience. In this way museums
foster the continual reinvention of meaning. The meanings of an object to historical
peoples, however, may never be fully understood: “Time’s erosions and accretions are
bound to alter both physical substances and modes of perception. Those who profess
to see things with the eyes or mind of the past are misled or enmeshed in fakery.”32
The experience of an object by an individual cannot be reproduced.
As mediators between originals and reproductions and reproductions and
visitors, museums hold a great deal of responsibility.33 Reproductions make
interpretation even more complex. For this reason, Bro-Jorgensen suggests that
curators should avoid using reproductions where they are apt to cause confusion:
I think it is easier to use copies in situations where you are in direct contact with
people and can explain and compare copies and originals. In the exhibition
situation, where you have to depend upon people reading a text, a text where
you inform them that they are in some way being cheated out of the original
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object, copies are much less easy to handle and should only be used in cases of
utter fragility og [s/e] rarity.34
Like Cole, Bro-Jorgensen favors spoken rather than written interpretation as it can
conform to visitors’ individual needs more readily.
Some museum visitors are accustomed to reproductions and do not demand
originals. To most, however, authenticity, a concept that will be discussed at greater
length in Chapter III, is greatly important. Spencer R. Crew and James E. Sims explain
the power that museums hold over this near-sacred value:
Authenticity is not about factuality or reality. It is about authority. Objects
have no authority; people do. It is people on the exhibition team who must
make a judgement about how to tell the past.
Authenticity—authority—enforces the social contract between the audience
and the museum, a socially agreed-upon reality that exists only as long as
confidence in the voice of the exhibition holds.35
Museums must use this power ethically and legally or they will lose their audiences and
accreditation. Stephen E. Weil outlines some of the legal implications of using
reproduction objects in museum exhibitions:
If the exhibitor of such an imitation, whether through misleading allegations or
concealment, induces persons to visit such an exhibition in the belief that they
are to view the original and they thereby suffer some detriment, then the
exhibitor may be held liable in a civil action for fraud. . . . Beyond serving as the
basis of a civil action for fraud, the fabrication and display of an imitation for
deceptive purposes may also be treated as an offense to the public generally
and prosecuted under the criminal laws of fraud, forgery, simulation or
counterfeiting.36
Law protects and reinforces the value of authenticity. Cole suggests it is most ethical to
use reproductions in moderation and in a straightforward manner:
The balanced use of originals and reproductions gives credibility to the
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reproductions while maintaining the ethics demanded of the profession. By the
same token, reproductions should not be disguised as originals. The public has
a right to know whether an item is an original or a reproduction and a well
informed interpreter should be prepared to discuss the relative merits of using
originals or reproductions.37
These laws and standards reflect a culture that values authenticity but is willing
to compromise for the sake of education and preservation. Despite the cultural value of
authenticity, however, even when visitors know that some objects in a museum display
are reproductions, most do not concern themselves with determining which objects are
original and which are not. They rely on museums to present things that are either
authentic or highly accurate. The actual market values of museum objects are usually
hidden from visitors, but most are content to think of reproductions as expensive and
originals as priceless. Visitors are fascinated with a class of objects that are accessible
only in museums or by very wealthy collectors. Ironically, their patronage reinforces
the value of these objects, helping to keep them beyond their financial reach. In this
way, as elite institutions, museums help reproduce a hierarchy within society that
depends on an cultural fascination with objects and history.

CHAPTER II
REPRODUCTIONS AND CONSUMERS

“America may be having a love affair with the past, but as frustrated collectors
know, there isn’t always enough past to go around,”1 writes Liz Seymour in an article
about licensed reproductions. As described in Chapter I, museums help create the
shortage by taking objects off the market and popularizing them through exhibition and
publication. Many museums profit from this system by satisfying the demand with
reproductions of objects from their own collections. The Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation is one o f many museums that has helped finance its operational costs
through the sale of licensed reproductions manufactured by companies like Baker
Furniture. “Williamsburg Style,” the Foundation’s catalog, boasts, “Quality and
Authenticity Since 1936.” Founded by John D. Rockefeller, Jr., the Williamsburg
Reproductions Program (renamed the Williamsburg Products Program in 1995 to allow
for products less accurate than reproductions) is the oldest museum-based licensing
program in the world.2 A design book published by the Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation provides the following account of the program’s founding:
It was February of 1930 during a meeting at the Rockefeller home in New
York when the problem first surfaced. As John D. Rockefeller, Jr. listened to
the experts’ plan to refurbish the Raleigh Tavern as a working inn, he grew
19
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uneasy. The building’s furniture and fabrics were to be appropriate antiques
and reproductions, they told him, but the tableware would have to be modem
commercial patterns because suitable reproductions did not exist. Not content
with partial authenticity, Mr. Rockefeller commissioned Josiah Wedgwood &
Sons to reproduce chinaware from fragments of Queen’s ware excavated on
the tavern site. As no such china was then available in the marketplace, he
suggested that ‘the purpose of education might be furthered by the sale of this
ware’ to the public. The Reproductions Program was launched.3
Hidden behind a thin guise of altruism, Rockefeller’s program was an ingenious
marketing plan. Rockefeller found a way for Colonial Williamsburg to gain entry into
America’s most private space—the family home. Nicknamed the “grand-daddy,” the
program has shops throughout the United States and its catalog reaches nearly a half
million households a year.4
Colonial Williamsburg capitalized on the phenomenon that was partly
responsible for its own creation—the colonial revival. The history o f the colonial revival
in America is intertwined with the history of museums, and Colonial Williamsburg in
particular. Museums have perpetuated an interest in and taste for the colonial style.
Not only do licensing programs help museums keep their doors open through the
revenue they produce, but they also help attract visitors who are familiar with the style.
The colonial revival is deeply embedded in American middle and upper-class culture:
“colonialism is not a surface phenomenon, a thin veneer over the real body of American
life, but a network o f communications and linkages that reach deep into American
experiences and behavior.”5 The American home has served as a site of interpretation,
negotiation, and exploitation of the past. Museums have played an important role in
promoting the colonial revival in America.
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Museums are not the only institutions that have profited from a taste for the
colonial style. Designers like Laura Ashley and Ralph Lauren have helped popularize
the “period” look. Not necessarily characterized by specific objects, “colonial” and
“period” refer to a look reminiscent of pre-industrial Anglo America. In his introduction
to an anthology on the colonial revival in America, Kenneth L. Ames explains how the
notion of the colonial is nearly ubiquitous, though it may be manifested in many forms:
I have seen few homes without some touches of the colonial; I have seen many
with little else. As with domestic architecture, the variety of colonial furnishings
is great. To call a group of furnishings colonial is not even to hint that the
individual items look the same. We do not see superficial resemblances to
some fixed notion of the colonial when we survey furnishings over many years;
rather, we find a shifting understanding of ways to express colonial qualities
within changing patterns of preferences and even changing definitions of the
term colonial itself. Concept, not form, provides the continuity.6
A survey conducted by Better Homes and Gardens in 1977 determined that only 15
percent of the respondents preferred furniture in the “latest modem style.”7 The study’s
proximity to the bicentennial does not fully explain the popularity of period furnishings.
The colonial style has remained a standard throughout this century. Though admittedly
biased, the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation does not exaggerate when it calls the
colonial “the single most resilient style in American home furnishings.”8
What kind o f a colonial revival exists in the late twentieth century and what
purpose does it serve? Ames writes, “the decision to colonialize is always an act of
choice —an effort grounded in intention—and a choice necessarily made over other
choices.”9 What causes many Americans to choose the colonial style for their homes?
How have museums like Colonial Williamsburg influenced American culture? What
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roles do museums and reproductions play in the colonial revival?
The link between the colonial revival and the home stretches back to a reaction
against industrialization that began in the nineteenth century: “A subset o f . . .
antimodem sentiments is an emphasis on domesticity.. .. Home life is a most salient
dimension of the [colonial revival].”10 Designers and manufacturers have capitalized on
the cult of domesticity in American; Iain Gale and Susan Irvine, authors of Laura Ashlev
Style write, “Home: that was the magic word, the centre of Laura Ashley’s values and
philosophy. A Laura Ashley home might be simple and demure, or grandiose and
daring; it might be furnished in humble cotton or the richest damask, but it should
always be comfortable and welcoming.”11 Period furnishings are sentimentally
portrayed as comfortable, charming, romantic, elegant, and well-made. Teri Seidman
and Sherry Suib Cohen, authors of a book on interior design, describe their “American
Pedigree” style as “dignified, aristocratic, and yet respectful of the work ethic.”12 These
descriptions show the tensions between frugality and extravagance, simplicity and
luxury, New and Old World that are played out in the American home.
Seidman and Cohen encourage people to allow their homes to embody a
positive self-image: “A home should symbolize hopes, desires, and a sense of
accomplishment.”13 They assure readers that they not only deserve to indulge
themselves in the expense of interior decorating, but that not doing so would reflect a
lack of self-esteem: “It’s not snobbery to want elegance at home; it is, indeed, a sign of
liking yourself and wanting your environment to reflect your worth.”14 Baker
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Furniture’s promotional literature suggests that a properly furnished home lends
confidence, interest, a “reason to come home in the evening and have something to
say.”15
Regardless o f its style, a home presents an image. Although all encourage
homeowners to personalize their living spaces, design books, shelter magazines,
advertisers, and peers influence people to conform to cultural expectations. Many
homes reflect norms rather than individuals, aspirations rather than reality. Seidman and
Cohen have discovered that “people are heartened and buoyed if their homes look
cherished and more prosperous than the current state of their bank accounts.”16
Cultural pressures induce people to present a false image to themselves, their neighbors,
and their guests. Colonial-style reproductions, copies of rare and expensive antiques,
help create the look of wealth, thereby obscuring class boundaries.
Marketers adapt reproductions both literally and conceptually to suit today’s
cultural needs. The “ Williamsburg Style” catalog, for example, suggests that a
baroque dressing table need not be used in a bedroom: “Today, this piece would be
used as a side table.”17 The challenge for marketers is to balance the appeal of
historical associations with the practical considerations of modem life. They know that
while “for some, Williamsburg furnishings represent the desire to re-create an authentic
period room,”18 for others “with a more eclectic outlook . . . Williamsburg
Reproductions mix as comfortably in contemporary rooms as they do with any of
today’s popular decorating styles.”19 In the hands of designers “the physical past may
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be shaped or reshaped to fit a society’s requirements.”20 The meanings of objects
change as they are placed in different contexts. For example, in the eighteenth century
a Chippendale chair may have carried implications about gender, public or private use,
or may have corresponded to fashions and manners that are now obsolete. John
Storey summarizes Walter Benjamin’s theories on the manipulability of objects that
have been removed from their contexts:
The decay of the aura detaches the cultural text or practice from the authority
and rituals o f tradition. It opens them to a plurality of reinterpretation; freeing
them to be used in other contexts, for other purposes. No longer embedded in
tradition, significance is now open to dispute; meaning becomes a question of
consumption.21
As commodities often associated with museums, history, marketers, and modem
lifestyles, reproductions can have complex meanings and implications for the home.
The past is a particularly rich source of meaning for objects with historical
associations:
The colonial has no fixed symbolic content but serves as a nearly bottomless
pool of possibilities, sometimes surprising in the range of needs it fulfills.
Occasional consistencies emerge among these needs, but we are frequently
startled by the fertility of the imagination in creating meanings from the
unprotected past.22
Marketers often associate the style with nationalism, nostalgia, and wealth, describing it
with words like “heritage,” “comfort,” “tradition,” “romance,” and “elegance.”
Seidman and Cohen characterize the style in terms of tradition and restraint:
American Pedigree in not a look for movers and shakers on a fast, hard-edged
track who might be more comfortable with a look that sings of tomorrow. It is
of the more reflective, historically minded homeowner who values the essence
of American origins. It is for those who cherish formality and dignity.”23
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Popular meanings associated with the colonial style reflect a romanticization of the past.
Nostalgia is a powerful force. Dissatisfaction with the present causes many Americans
to yearn for the purity and simplicity of a mythic preindustrial past:
Some analysts suggest that the sterility of suburban life generates an attraction
to places embodying a sense of authenticity and human scale. Perhaps
advanced capitalism itself has fostered a desire to visit these mythic precapitalist
enclaves. If there is indeed a human need for temporal connectedness, then
capitalism’s ruthless destruction of the old—its severing of people from one
another across time as well as in space—might have created a desire to
reestablish linkages to the past.24
Antimodemism and a quest for genuineness often spark an interest in craftsmanship.
Ironically, sometimes an indirect association with the era of hand craftsmanship is
enough; although Seidman and Cohen do not approve of Late Victorian period furniture
because it was not handcrafted they heartily condone the use of reproductions, most of
which are largely machine-made. Witold Rybcyznski, author of Home: A Short History
of an Idea believes that the explanation for nostalgia is quite simple: “People turn to the
past because they are looking for something that they do not find in the
present—comfort and well-being.”25 Nostalgia has its limits, however. While some
may long for a quiet, less hectic lifestyle, few would give up the comforts of modem
heat, electricity, or kitchen technology. In short, few would like to live in the past.
Nationalism also fuels the colonial revival. The virtue of the American people is
thought to be manifested in the superiority of their material history. Jose Wilson and
Arthur Leaman proclaim Americans’ innate design sense:
Americans have always embraced good design, no matter where it originated,
and it is this readiness to accept the best the world can offer, allied to a national
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predilection for color, comfort, and convenience, that had resulted in what is
internationally recognized as a uniquely American decorating style.26
The eighteenth century is often celebrated as the golden age of design in America:
“During that greatest of all design periods, the eighteenth century, as colonial America
grew, prospered, and won independence, the taste and elegance that flowed across the
Atlantic found a free fresh expression in the New World.”27 Styles from this era remain
popular in part because they have withstood the test of time.
While Wilson and Leaman acknowledge the varied origins of American design,
most people focus on the Americanness of colonial-style objects rather than their
European influences. In the early twentieth century, middle and upper-class Americans
saw the decorative arts as a source of pride and tradition, rooting American culture
against the threat posed by thousands of immigrants that were entering the United
States. They arranged exhibitions of American antiques to educate and assimilate
newcomers. Anglo-American design became an expression of nationalism and
xenophobia in the early twentieth century.
Some designers, in their nationalism, have not been able to ignore the European
influences on early American styles. Writing during World War II, T. H. RobsjohnGibbings claims that, “if the American people really understood it, the whole carefully
built-up structure of the antique legend would collapse” because of its associations with
excessive aristocratic lifestyles.28 Robsjohn-Gibbings condemns not only the original
patrons of eighteenth-century furniture, but also the cabinetmakers Chippendale,
Hepplewhite, and Sheraton and the objects they designed:
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Far from being interested in good design, actually [Chippendale, Hepplewhite,
and Sheraton] were desperately anxious to indulge the nobility and whip
together novel forms of grandomania for pompous houses. They were
completely at one with the accepted orgy of palatial ostentation that the
European aristocracy of the eighteenth century wallowed in.29
Robsjohn-Gibbings exposes the irony that Americans who are proud of their
independence insist on manufacturing copies of the “actual material manifestations o f . .
. feudalism.”30 Either most Americans do not understand or care or manufacturers have
been successful in combating negative associations. Indeed it seems that manufacturers
and designers have taken advantage of the curious appeal aristocratic associations hold
for a democratic society, describing their products with words like, “grand,” “rich,” and
“elegant.”
An interest in history often draws people to period designs. Even before the
aesthetic worth of American decorative arts was “discovered” in the early twentieth
century, people valued antiques as reminders of historical people or events. Marketing
consultant John Garret describes “two types of consumers, the outer-directed
‘achiever’ and the inner-directed ‘societally conscious’ individual—the one attracted by
the reproduction’s provenance, the other by scholarly considerations.”31 According to
Jane Brown Gillette, an understanding of early America adds interest to historical
objects:
The current popularity of historical reproductions in home furnishings relies on
our expanding interest in history. . . . Intellectually, at least, we inhabit a
conceptual world defined by historicism—the belief that knowing its history
adds value and interest to virtually anything. Indeed, so convinced are we of
the value of history that we derive pleasure—as few cultures have ever been
able to do—from living with a diversity of historical interpretations and styles.32
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Robert Fogarty, Chairman of Kindel Furniture (licensee of the H. F. du Pont Winterthur
Museum and the National Trust for Historic Preservation) explains that “scholarship is
what leads consumers to history. They want to be accurate. We get more and more
questions as we go to visit our customers about who made it, why is it important, how
is it made, what’s inside. This is what has made authentic reproductions a viable
product category.”33 Marketing consultant Michael Burke calls the historical
significance the “sizzle” that sells reproductions.34
Comprised of savvy marketers and dedicated to high quality, the Williamsburg
Products Program has been successful in appealing to an upscale market for colonialstyle reproductions. The program promotes Colonial Williamsburg and produces
income necessary for the museum’s operation. Ticket sales cover about 55% of the
Foundation’s expenses. Fund raising, hotels and restaurants, and retail and mail order
sales cover the remaining 45%.35 The sale of reproductions helps make the recreation
of eighteenth-century Williamsburg possible.
Many of Colonial Williamsburg’s catalog customers have never visited the
museum. Some shoppers visit the museum stores without experiencing any other part
of the museum. However, museum exhibits and interpretation encourage sales by
helping people create a mental context for the objects. For example, when the oval
box maker at Hancock Shaker Village quit, gift shop sales of the item plummeted.36
Many visitors develop a taste for period objects and want to bring them home as a
reminder of their experience.
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As a nonprofit organization, the foundation is bound to an educational mission.
The “ Williamsburg Style” catalog emphasizes that “income derived from this
cooperative effort is used to further Colonial Williamsburg’s research, preservation, and
educational programs.”37 This legitimizes the commercialization of the museum, and
gives the foundation a humanitarian edge over for-profit corporations. In addition, the
reproductions themselves are thought to be educational. Charles Driscoll, a former
Director of Product Marketing, felt the business should “grow . . . in a profitable way
where it still supports the educational mission of the foundation .. . We’re not willing to
make compromises to grow the business if it doesn’t support what we’re about.”38
This attitude has a long history. The Foundation’s catalog explains that, from the
beginning, Rockefeller and his associates intended the reproductions to be educational:
By offering such reproductions, they hoped that twentieth-century consumers
would be educated in preindustrial craftsmanship and design, and that there
would be an association between the objects and the individuals who
contributed to the struggle for American self-government and freedom.39
Other museums share this goal. Roger Kennedy, a former Director of the National
Museum of American History, justified the reproduction of quilts in the Smithsonian’s
collection by asserting their educational value as substitutes for original objects:
We . .. treasure our collections and wish to share them more broadly—not
everyone can get to Washington and not all objects are on display. When we
authorize such products, our goal is to heighten awareness of our collections
and educate about a particular technique or art form. We seek the highest
possible audience.40
Presumably, Kennedy sought the broadest possible market, as well. Ultimately,
museums like Colonial Williamsburg sell reproductions because they are profitable.
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Although Colonial Williamsburg does use reproductions in the Historic Area,
these are distinct from those that are offered for sale in museum stores like “The Craft
House.” The average consumer probably cannot or will not pay for the highest
standards of historical accuracy. In a design book published by the Colonial
Williamsburg Foundation, Graham S. Hood implies that all reproductions associated
with the museum are of the same quality:
The word “reproduction” is understood many ways in the popular mind, but in
association with Williamsburg for half a century it has been widely regarded as
describing a copy that is as close to the original as modem industrial methods
can possibly bring it. Curators use these reproductions in numerous rooms in
the Historic Area where sufficient numbers of antiques are unobtainable or
where antiques (with their inherent fragility) might be too vulnerable.41
This is misleading. Colonial Williamsburg does use a large number of reproductions in
the historic area. Very few of these are available to consumers in the museum stores.
Curator Ronald Hurst describes them as “painstaking copies” as opposed to the
“commercial productions” sold in museum stores.42 Some of the reproduction furniture
used in museum exhibits is made by artisans in the Historic Area who use historically
accurate materials and techniques. These standards are much higher than those of the
Baker Furniture Company, maker of licensed Colonial Williamsburg reproductions for
the public, which employs mass production techniques and uses synthetic materials and
fin ish es.

Founded in 1890 by a Dutch immigrant named Siebe Baker, Baker Furniture
has a long history of reproducing classic furniture designs. Sam Burchell’s A History of
Furniture: Celebrating Baker Furniture. 100 Years of Fine Reproductions emphasizes
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the history o f the Baker family as the embodiment of the American Dream. One of
many furniture companies in West Michigan, Baker grew to distinction through oldfashioned hard work, ingenuity, and enterprise and the scholarship of Siebe Baker’s
son, Hollis S. Baker, who made frequent trips to Europe to research his book Furniture
of the Ancient World.43 Baker prides itself for high standards of craftsmanship, the
historical integrity of its furniture, and its resistance to trends in big business. Burchell
writes: “After 1969, when Hollis M. Baker sold the company to Magnavox and no one
with the Baker name was left, a series of strong executives succeeded in maintaining the
independence and integrity of the company in the face of mergers with large entities:
Magnavox, North American Phillips, and today, the Kohler Company.”44 Baker
presents an image that balances small town tradition and big business achievement:
“You hardly need hordes of workers pouring in and out of forty-acre buildings” in order
to be a successful furniture company. 45
Success, however, depends on compromise. Although Baker benefits from its
arrangements with museums like Colonial Williamsburg, in the interest of marketability,
Baker must insist on mass production techniques. The company presents technology in
a positive light:
Whenever possible, modem techniques are used to cut down on the amount of
handwork required. Without compromising the finished product, the craftsmen
at Baker found that they could create a fine piece of furniture by maintaining a
delicate balance between mass production and one-of-a-kind cabinetmaking.
On the factory floor, whenever possible, the principles of mass production and
the assembly line are used, and the machine is substituted for handwork as long
as the reproduction piece is in no way compromised.46
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“Compromised” is a relative term, but Baker can be sure that most consumers will not
argue with cost-saving techniques. Burchell combats negative associations of mass
production with the claim that “there are quotas, to be sure, and there are time-flow
charts, but the ultimate decisions rest with the master craftsmen.”47
Today’s technology makes reproductions affordable to a wider market. Some
manufacturers justify short cuts by implying that early American craftsmen would have
employed the same techniques if they had been able. This reasoning is problematic
because objects are products of culture, which includes technology. Technology often
dictates design; if early American craftsmen had used different technology, they
probably would have produced different objects. New technological processes make
reproductions better-suited to the requirements of many consumers. Baker claims that
it uses “as much machinery and new technology as possible, as long as it offers a
genuine improvement in the finished product. . . or improves the looks or the strength
of a piece of furniture.”48 In an article entitled, “Recrafting the Classics: Reproduction
Furniture Elegantly Blends Space-Age Technology and Old-Fashioned Craftsmanship,”
Liz Seymour writes, “modem technology allows the modem cabinetmaker to make
invisible improvements on the past.”49
These improvements may be invisible to the average consumer, but they yield
valuable information about the priorities of marketers and consumers. They indicate
that the public accepts a departure from historical accuracy in favor of price, durability,
and appearance of the object. Frank Cross, a former Director of the Products Division
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at Colonial Williamsburg, claims, “We don’t permit any changes just to make things
easier. No drawer glides, no foam padding, no shortcuts.”50 This is not entirely true.
Although the Williamsburg line of furniture may have separate standards, Baker no
doubt uses computers, lasers, and other machinery in at least the initial stages of
manufacturing furniture for Colonial Williamsburg. While the museum must guard the
quality of its reproductions to protect its reputation and differentiate its products from
others on the market, ultimately consumer demand dictates the level of accuracy that
will sell.
Machines produce reproductions that are identical to one another, but not
necessarily to the original. Perhaps unintentionally, Burchell admits to the inherent
dissimilarity between the reproduction and its antecedent: “It may seem unnecessary to
have a designer when the original piece is present, but he plays an important role in the
re-creation of a fine original.”51 In this case, Burchell uses “original” to mean both
authentic and unique. Once again, a tension exists between the desire for accuracy and
uniformity on one hand and individuality on the other. Today’s consumers are
accustomed to buying objects that are identical to others, but, especially for a highpriced object like a Williamsburg reproduction, an aura of artistic genius makes a
product exceptional on the market.
Genuine materials and craftsmanship make some reproductions superior to
cheap imitations in the eyes of most consumers. Burchell claims that “handwork forms
much of the mystique of Baker.”52 Although an object cannot be reproduced exactly,
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Baker claims that it can capture the essence of an object: “Constantly referring to the
original, the carver repeats its character in the reproduction.”53 Although accuracy and
aesthetics matter to consumers, the cost of accurate materials and hand craftsmanship
(time being translated into money) are more important in practical terms. Although the
image associated with costliness can make a product more desirable to some
consumers, it can also make a product prohibitively expensive for the targeted market.
In order to run profitable licensing programs, museums must be sensitive to the
market. Michael Burke, a consultant in museum merchandising, writes, “what is
essential is that the right balance be struck for each circumstance—between the
timelessness of museum collections and the rapid pace of commerce, between the
protected enclave of history and the dynamism of the everyday world.”54 Success
depends on commonsense appeal: “Despite fondest hopes, what is exquisite or
rarefied from the connoisseur’s point of view is less likely to be successful in a mass
market attracted to that which is more mundanely ‘useful’ or ‘pretty.’”55 Curators are
not always good predictors of market trends. Impossibly high standards can have
disastrous consequences when the resulting product is priced beyond the market.
A successful reproduction program depends on a balance between the museum
and manufacturer, tradition and technology, the historical and modem world. The
partnership between manufacturers and museums is mutually beneficial. The licensing
companies gain the stamp of authenticity from the museums, while museums receive five
to ten percent of the profits. Reproduction programs can help museums fulfill their
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missions by creating revenue to cover operating costs, gaining national recognition for
the museum, and, according to some, serving the purposes of education. Museums
lend manufacturers an air of authority highly coveted in the business. Robert Fogarty,
Chairman of Kindel Furniture suggests, “the market for fine furniture with an institutional
imprint is growing rapidly, with relatively few major players. It wants to grow faster
than the industry can supply it. If you don’t have a museum, invent one!”56 The
association with authenticity is a valuable asset in today’s market.
Despite their participation in the business world, museums must honor their
roles as public institutions and be responsible for the ethical use of their authority. The
Museum Store Association was created “to promote professional standards and to
foster a climate of integrity within the museum store profession.”57 It has produced a
set of recommendations intended to encourage museum stores to help fulfill educational
missions. The Association also aims to protect the public through a set of guidelines
regarding the sale of reproductions. These stress the importance of the reputation of
the museum: “Since public perception of the museum store is closely tied to the parent
institution it is the responsibility of the museum store personnel to be fully aware of the
source, quality, authenticity and educational worth of all items sold at the store.”58
Specifically, the Association insists on the following:
The policy regarding the propriety of manufacturing reproductions, replicas and
derived products varies from museum to museum. Their sale in museum stores
must be carefully regulated because of the ease with which they may be
misperceived by the public. The use of standardized terminology in the
production, promotion and sale of reproductions, replicas and derived products
is indispensable. All reproductions and replicas must be clearly and indelibly
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identified as such. Advertising that implies that reproductions are in fact original
works is unethical, misleading and in some instances illegal. Likewise any
representation which suggests that the value of a reproduction appreciates is
unacceptable.59
These guidelines protect both museums and consumers and encourage museums and
manufacturers to create and market quality products in an honest manner.
Consumers depend on museums to produce reasonably accurate
reproductions. Designers Seidman and Cohen assure their readers that they can place
confidence in museum-licensed reproductions; in reference to documentary printed
linen upholstery they write, “Often, these are ‘museum authenticated’ . . . a stamp of
approval. This means that the research department of a museum has researched the
particular print and asserts that it is a scene frequently used by our American ancestors
in their own decoration.”60 Although they are mistaken in thinking that museums
reproduce only those objects that were “frequently used” in the past, their comment
reveals the importance of accuracy (what they call authenticity) to consumers.
Similarly, the way Colonial Williamsburg addresses the issue in the catalog indicates
that it is a common concern. The catalog includes a description of the Products Review
Committee:
In the 1930s, it was decided that a group of curators, educators, and
researchers would oversee the development process and, finally, put their
stamp of approval on manufactures reproductions. Although the process
sometimes hampers our ability to react quickly to market trends, it enhances
each product’s beauty and thoughtful reflection of its antique prototype.
Painstaking records are kept of each meeting of the group and on the
development of each individual product; these notes are consulted periodically
to ensure fidelity to the antique.61
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The catalog promises that “Baker Furniture has painstakingly and expertly copied our
antique under our museum curator’s watchful eye.”62 These statements assure
customers of the quality and genuineness of the products under the museum’s authority
and differentiates museum reproductions from other manufactured reproductions.
Consumers are supposed to be impressed by standards high enough to be approved by
a museum:
A manufacturer licensed by Colonial Williamsburg is a rare commodity in
today’s hurry-up business world. To become affiliated with the Reproductions
Program, a company must have the ability to copy an antique exactly, even if it
involves the use of handwork or reproduction techniques abandoned years ago
for faster, cheaper methods.63
Manufacturers that achieve this distinction find that consumers are increasingly drawn to
their products. Consumers may not be able to judge the accuracy of the objects they
purchase, but they want to be assured that they are choosing quality products.
Accuracy is to reproductions what authenticity is to originals—it makes objects more
rare, costly, and desirable.
Gary Ash, Vice President of Marketing for the Lane Co., licensee of the
Museum of American Folk Art in New York, comments that connections to a museum
“adds a tremendous comfort zone. . . . It’s almost a designer label.”64 Robert Cohen
of Yankelovich Clancy Shulman, a social- and marketing-research firm, observes,
“consumers place an increased value on authority.” 65 A study conducted in 1990 for
the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation proved that association with a well-known and
respected museum makes a product more desirable to consumers. Researchers asked
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women age 30 to 60 with at least some college education living in households earning
more than $75,000 in Danbury, Connecticut how the Colonial Williamsburg name
affected their opinions o f two reproduction objects.66 Most respondents liked the
products and the Colonial Williamsburg name reinforced their confidence in their
opinions. The only negative influence the name had was that some respondents
assumed that the objects would be more expensive than they had thought. Consumers
know they have to pay for accuracy.
Most revealing, many respondents entrusted their taste and judgment to the
museum. When asked if knowing that the products were endorsed by the Colonial
Williamsburg Foundation affected their opinions, many made comments like, “Yes, it
makes it more attractive to me, because I would know they conform to specific
specifications and that they are authentic”67 and “I think the Colonial Williamsburg name
lends credibility and prestige to these products.”68 One woman liked the products
better once she realized they were part of a certain look: “Well, [my opinion changes] a
little, because I like the Williamsburg style.”69 For others, their opinions were only
confirmed: “[It] does not change anything except now I know why I like it so much.”70
Only a few women claimed that nothing but their own taste influenced their judgments
of the products: “No, I base my opinion on what I like, not what other people approve
of. My opinions are based on my own taste.”71 This study proves the influence and
authority museums have over popular taste.
Licensing programs have enabled museums to transfer the status produced by
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their scholarship and collections to their visitors through museum-approved
reproductions. Though still not as desirable as originals, museum-licensed
reproductions threaten the value of traditional authenticity. While antiques may be kept
in wealthy families as heirlooms or bought by those with the money and leisure to
collect, licensed reproductions are available to anyone who can afford them. Though
not a true leveler because of their cost, reproductions equip the upper-middle class with
the look of authenticity—especially if the copy is so accurate that most people cannot
tell the difference.
Writing for the magazine Early American Life regarding the Smithsonian’s
reproduction of quilts from its collection, Frances Carnahan echoes a common concern
among those whose livelihoods depend on a market for rarefied products: “We seem
to live in a mass time, mass production for mass audience. Where mass production has
made products available in mass, somehow they don’t have the value they once had.”72
Reproductions can, however, be a favorable influence on the market for originals. For
example, although the price of original Stickley furniture fell when reproductions came
onto the market, antiques dealer Beth Cathers believes that, “ultimately they’re good for
the antique market because more people see the designs.”73 Consumers become
accustomed to the objects and search out the most desirable examples. Nevertheless,
many people, even those who can afford the cost of authenticity, are choosing
reproductions out of practicality. Emyl Jenkins, an expert on old and new reproduction
furniture, wrote of a wealthy acquaintance who once advised her, “never buy antique
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chairs. They break. Anyway, who can tell the difference?”74
As the distinction between originals and reproductions is diminished in the
minds of consumers, authenticity loses its importance. In his essay, “The Work of Art
in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” Walter Benjamin writes about the
democratizing potential o f reproductions. Historian Miles Orvell effectively illustrates
this concept by showing how chromolithographs challenged the value of authenticity in
the nineteenth century: “To the degree that the chromos . . . erased the difference
between the original and the reproduction, they called into question some of the
fundamental values of cultural entitlement.”75 Mechanically-reproduced art held the
power to cause cultural transformation, or at least to shake the foundations of
hegemony:
To champions of an egalitarian culture, the chromos epitomized the goal of a
heritage accessible to all. . . . But just because of their democratizing tendency,
the chromos also represented, to more conservative critics, the chiefest evil, the
erosion of barriers between the classes.76
By successfully emulating the look of the upper class, the middle class challenged the
value of wealth itself.
Colonial-style objects provide a look of permanence and stability. Beginning in
the nineteenth century, the nouveaux riches whose fortunes had grown out of the
industrial revolution found themselves lacking the antique heirlooms of old money
families. They remedied this situation by purchasing reproductions when they could not
afford antiques. Soon the style spread to the middle class. Despite its popularization,
however, the colonial style has not lost its association with wealth. Seidman and Cohen
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advocate their “American Pedigree” style in a book titled Decorating Rich: How to
Achieve a Monied Look Without Spending a Fortune. They believe that taste can
make up for a lack of money: “Decorating Rich is a sensible way to make our homes
reflect the style and confidence we aspire to in the rest of our lives.”77 They instruct
readers to present an image of wealth by making allusions to expensive hobbies and
lifestyles such as travel, sports, collecting, education, entertainment, and gardening.
Seidman and Cohen suggest that even family can be bought—portraits create the look
of old money.78 In short, “Decorating Rich” fools people into thinking that they live
beyond their means, even if their lives are devoid of the experiences only the upper
class can afford.
Seidman and Cohen are some of the only writers that are bold enough to say
what all of the marketers and designers think: status and history can be bought. This is
what has kept the colonial style popular. Most people are more interested in making
their homes look expensive than like a museum. For this reason, designers rarely push
a pure decorative style. They know that people must adapt a historical look to fit
modem houses and lifestyles. Elsie DeWolfe was one of the first designers to use
period furnishings in a non-traditional way. She adapted period designs to suit modem
lifestyles.79 Designers like Laura Ashley recognize that people have different levels of
tolerance for period style decor:
Furnishings from one period can be used with those of another to create a
comfortable eclecticism; they can become an elegant veneer when used
alongside conventional modem technology; or period detail can be applied
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either to a house o f a particular period or to a modem purpose-built apartment,
transforming both into a decorative time capsule.80
Seidman and Cohen suggest taking advantage of unmistakable icons that signify a
period theme: grandfather clocks, wing chairs, silver—objects that have long been
associated with money and tradition in the American mind. Designers advise readers
that history should be a source of inspiration, not a dictator of style. Most important is
that these looks create a mood. Ralph Lauren does not claim to be historically
accurate. Instead, his “Thoroughbred” and “New England” styles evoke “the
atmosphere of traditional hominess and solid domesticity that is associated with the
past.”81
Colonial Williamsburg markets the associations its prototypes have with
wealthy and important historical figures. It transfers the value and importance of its
collections to the few consumers who are wealthy enough to participate in the market.
Yet, in an effort not to offend members of the upper class who think of themselves as
ordinary citizens or alienate members of the middle class that might occasionally splurge
on expensive reproductions, the Foundation has from the beginning drawn parallels
between customers and the average citizens of early America:
A number of the originals were, of course, owned or used by some of the
famous persons who payed a key role in the formation of our country. But not
all. There was meant to be at least as much association by the average modem
citizen with the possessions of those ordinary people who had contributed so
importantly to the successful struggle for self-government and their own
freedom.82
Most of the reproductions sold from the Craft House showrooms, however, are copies
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of objects owned only by the upper strata of colonial society. Furthermore, generally
only fifty or one hundred cuttings of a design are made.83 The product line hardly caters
to the masses. Most middle-class households cannot afford museum-quality
reproductions. A Baker bedstead, for example, sells for $7,800. Writing about the
Baker Furniture Company, Sam Burchell uses a broad definition of “middle class” and
promotes false democratic associations:
There is, however, a solution for this public, the very same middle-class public
that caused the “democratization” of furniture in the eighteenth century. Objects
of beauty, taste, and fine workmanship are still expensive, but not unrealistic, as
antiques have become. The Baker Furniture Company has found a welcome
niche between the world of unaffordable and unavailable antiques on the one
side and the world of cheap reproductions on the other.84
Museum reproductions are marketed to members of the upper classes who desire
quality and reputation, but either cannot compete in the antiques market or are not
concerned about authenticity.
Despite the high cost of their products, designers and marketers fight a subtle
class-based stigma attached to reproduction objects. Authenticity and scarcity
generally make antiques more desirable, but originals are often priced out of the reach
of most consumers. Designers like Seidman and Cohen stress that it is the look of the
antique, not the object, that is essential:
From the start, I must say this very clearly: Good reproductions are
absolutely legitimate. . . . The serious collector might have a vague stirring in
his brain that tells him your furniture is not ancient, but if it’s an intelligent
reproduction, even he won’t mind it.85
They encourage consumers to visit museums like Colonial Williamsburg and Winterthur
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to learn about style and quality, and then to try to match it at home as best as they can
within their budgets. Colonial Williamsburg combats the stigma by associating
reproductions with people of taste, wealth, and education:
Although leading collectors today often disavow reproductions, it was not
always so. One o f the most discriminating and creative men ever associated
with Williamsburg was Thomas Jefferson. .. . His early plan for a collection at
Monticello featured almost exclusively copies of classical statues.86
Consumers are assured that by purchasing reproductions they are placing themselves in
good company within a context of history and tradition.
Despite their insistence that reproductions are legitimate in the home, museums
continue to foster a fascination with authenticity in order to attract interest in their
collections. Compared to reproductions, originals are scarce. A market for originals
backs the value of museum collections. As discussed in Chapter I, although many
history museums supplement their collections with reproductions, most depend upon
original objects to maintain their economic and cultural worth.
Old things are only “antiques” if they are desired by the rich; “Only the wealthy
or the very poor can live in the past; only the former do so by choice.”87 A hierarchy of
colonial-style objects has evolved with antiques at the top. Museum reproductions
closely follow. They are to the nouveax riches what heirlooms are to old money
families. Licensing programs set reproductions apart from the rest of the market of
colonial products by associating them with authenticity and prestige. As long as
authenticity carries real economic value, museums will help the upper classes maintain
their status by marketing differentiated products that are economically inaccessible to
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the lower classes. The middle classes are not far behind, however, as they can afford
the look o f authenticity, which, in a world that often values image over reality, might be
all that matters.

CHAPTER III
MEANING AND AUTHENTICITY

Nearly ubiquitous in American homes and increasingly common in museums,
reproductions may be more relevant than originals in the lives of most Americans.
Chapters I and II outlined some of the ways museums and consumers interpret
reproductions. This chapter brings together a variety of opinions and theories to explore
the way people associate meanings with objects (reproductions in particular) and to
question the significance of authenticity in today’s society.
Objects are carriers of data. They provide physical information about size,
color, form, material, and construction. Some of these qualities may reflect the
intentions of the maker. They may be thought of as “fossil thoughts.”1 Others are
accidental. Often the physical qualities of an object are the result of use or
environmental conditions that have altered the data initially carried by an object. At any
moment, however, much of this data can be expressed quantitatively.
While physical qualities help define objects, people’s perceptions are not
objective. For example, if someone unknowingly takes an inaccurate measurement of
an object, the measurement is nevertheless true to that person. People learn, create,
remember, and otherwise associate meanings with objects. Thus, objects are in some
46
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ways like texts which are subject to interpretation. Like texts, their meanings are not
inherent, but are derived from how people experience and understand them.2 Context,
including people, events, emotions, ideas, and things, helps define an object. For
example, a reproduction showcased in a museum store with an informative hang tag will
have different meanings for most people than the same object labeled as an antique at a
flea market. Those meanings will vary depending on the observers’ backgrounds, such
as a career in marketing or a fondness for collecting, and will change over time
accordingly. Although a common experience of culture can help unite people’s
perceptions, each observer approaches an object from a unique perspective. Objects
therefore can hold any number of meanings for as many people.3
Just as objects may not be defined objectively, they cannot be reproduced with
complete exactness. Museum expert Peter van Mensch writes, “Every copy is, ipso
facto, an interpretation. Every copy is the reflection of a subjective view on the original;
subjective in what is seen as essential information and in the relative attention for nonessential information.”4 Van Mensch provides this example: “If an art historian, a
historian and a motor mechanic were to make a copy of a T-Ford the result would be
three different cars.”5 Even if a manufacturer used similar materials and techniques to
reproduce an object, information held by incidental features such as tree rings, which
can help determine the age of wooden objects, would be lost in a reproduction.
Standards of accuracy are difficult to measure. Museum professional Brenda Berck
defines a proper level of accuracy for a museum reproduction as that “which will give a
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true sense of the object: reproductions which the average, naked eye will not be able to
distinguish from the authentic piece.”6 This standard is not only unsatisfactory because
the “average naked eye” is a subjective judge, but it also privileges sight over the other
senses with which the public might access an object. Most museums settle on a
standard of accuracy that satisfies visitors and consumers while falling realistically within
their budgets.
Museums encourage visitors to draw connections between reproductions and
history. According to museum professionals Domenec Miquel i Serra and Eulalia
Morral i Romeu, reproductions can represent both the physical qualities and
associations o f an original: “A substitute can be used . . . to refer to an original
(substituting its physical presence) or to refer to the memory (substituting the
documental value of the original or, in other words, using the content of the original
through the substitute).”7 In a promotional essay, Vice President of Colonial
Williamsburg, Graham S. Hood suggests that Thomas Jefferson was able to access the
meaning of an original object through its representation: “Like many educated people of
his time, [Jefferson] believed that reproductions served an invaluable purpose, that they
were ennobling and dignifying because they recalled a great original with proven
powers to arouse profound emotion and intellectual responses.”8 This implies,
however, that Jefferson was familiar with the original objects that evoked these
responses. Proponents of museum reproductions agree that visitors must retain access
to originals so that they can associate reproductions with authentic objects.9
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Perhaps more revealing than what people associate with reproductions is what
they do not. According to many cultural critics, people are either incapable of or
uninterested in associating reproductions with originals. For example, according to
David Lowenthal, “the designer may intend the anachronism of his concrete hearth logs
or candle-drip light bulbs, but for most users they have ceased to evoke memories of
the earlier prototypes that in fact lend them their familiar charm.”10 Ada Louise
Huxtable laments that “the ostensible purpose of the reproduction, to make one want
the original, has been supplanted by the feeling that the original is no longer
necessary.”11 According to theorist Jean Baudrillard, in the postmodern world people
view simulacra, or identical copies without originals, as acceptable or even preferable
to originals. He refers to the lack of regard for authenticity as “hyperrealism.”12 In a
class-based society that depends largely on origins and tradition, elite institutions like
museums cultivate a resistance to hyperrealism, replacing it with a respect for
venerableness and history.
Although copies are often intended not only to remind people of originals, but
to celebrate them, some believe they lessen the power and uniqueness of their
prototypes. In reference to a quilt made by Harriet Powers and reproduced by the
Smithsonian, Cuesta Benberry, an expert on African American quilts, states, “That quilt
is the jewel in the Smithsonian collection’s crow n.. . . Reproducing it cheapens and
diminishes its historical importance.”13 Walter Benjamin explains how authenticity loses
its power in the process of reproduction: “Mechanical reproduction emancipates the
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work of art from its parasitical dependence on ritual. . . . The instant the criterion of
authenticity ceases to be applicable to artistic production, the total function of art is
reversed. Instead of being based on ritual, it begins to be based on another
practice—politics.”14 In the case of the quilt, Judy Elsley explains how this is played
out in a series o f shifts “from control by those who make [quilts] (primarily women), to
control by commercial enterprise; from focus on the quiltmaker to emphasis on the quilt
. . . from quilt as process to quilt as product. . . . from the quilt embedded in its
historical and cultural conditions to the quilt isolated and even alienated from its context;
and lastly a shift from quilt as art to quilt as craft.”15 Once the quilt became a
commodity, the museum lost much of its influence over meaning. While many believe
that museums should encourage visitors to view objects in an historical context, others
argue that reproductions help visitors make history relevant to their everyday lives.
The power of an authentic object is often described as its “aura”: “The fact,
that something is genuine, genuinely old, that it has survived through the ages, that it
represents a direct contact to a person from ancient times, who made or used the
object, creates a very special aura around things, that cannot be explained rationally.”16
Todd Burdick, Director of Interpretation and Education at Hancock Shaker Village,
explains that reproductions are useful because people tend to think that something is
special “just because a Shaker brushed up against it.”17 Although the provenance or
proof of authenticity of the objects in the collection is undoubtably important to the
museum’s curators, it seems that the museum struggles to dispel romanticized
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stereotypes that many visitors associate with the Shaker people. Reproduction objects
help visitors think about the aesthetic and utilitarian value of an object without being
mindful of a distance between themselves and an original user. This is not the aim of all
reproductions programs. Although more museums are using reproductions to help
carry out their missions, most rely on the appeal of original collections in order to
compete against so-called “multiplier museums” that mass-produce history.
Marketers recognize the value of authenticity. Baker Furniture claims that it can
reproduce an object’s aura: “Baker cabinetmakers duplicate all the intangible
characteristics o f the original.”18 In its strictest sense, however, authenticity is a quality
that is unique because it cannot be reproduced:
Original objects have an emotional connotation, not inherent in the material
object as such which can never be copied. Copies can never adopt the “surplus
value”; surplus value which is often no more than a tradition, not always
possible to prove, but certainly essential. One can get enthousiastic [s/c] about
Disneyland, Madame Tussaud or the London Dungeon, but the real Stone of
Scone has the extra something that makes him stand out above all comparable
objects.19
The concept of authenticity as originality is considered by many scholars to be the only
correct use o f the term. Huxtable expresses her frustration at the abuse o f the word in
reference to imitations:
It is hard to think of a more dangerous, anomalous, and shoddy perversion of
language and meaning than the term authentic reproduction. This curious
expression is one of the most mischievous and misleading of contemporary cant
phrases. These are the con words of American culture. Something that is
authentic is the real thing, and a reproduction, by definition, is not; a copy is still
a copy, no matter how skilled or earnest its intentions. To equate a replica with
the genuine artifact is to cheapen and render meaningless its true age and
provenance; to imply equal value is to deny the act of creation that was
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informed and defined by the art and custom of another time and place
kindest thing you can say is that an authentic reproduction is a genuine
oxymoron.20

The

Other uses o f the word “authenticity” nevertheless yield insight into current cultural
attitudes towards reproductions. In his article “Abraham Lincoln as Authentic
Reproduction: A Critique of Postmodernism,” Edward M. Bruner explores other
definitions of authenticity that are legitimate to many museums and museum-goers. In
his study of the New Salem Historic Site, a reconstruction of the village where
Abraham Lincoln lived in the 1830s, Bruner identifies three definitions of authenticity
beyond that of originality. First, he explains that people who use the term “authentic
reproduction” mean something that is satisfactorily accurate, credible and convincing
enough to fulfill their expectations. Another definition is based on genuiness. Bruner
explains that the difference between these two usages:
In the first meaning, based on verisimilitude, a 1990s person would walk into
the village and say, “This looks like the 1830s,” as it would conform to what he
or she expected the village to be. In the second meaning, based on genuiness,
an 1830s person would say, “This looks like 1830s New Salem,” as the village
would appear true in substance, or real.21
Bruner claims that even some museum professionals would say that New Salem is
authentic under the second definition—that the museum village is no different from the
original village.22
Bruner’s third definition of authenticity is based on authority, certification, or
legality. Authenticity is not an intrinsic quality, but rather is assigned by someone with
the power to do so. In this case, “the more fundamental question to ask . . . is not if an
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object or site is authentic, but rather who has the authority to authenticate . . . or, to put
it another way, who has the right to tell the story of the site.”23 Museum experts
Spencer R. Crew and James E. Sims agree:
Authenticity is not about factuality or reality. It is about authority. Objects
have no authority; people do. It is people on the exhibition team who must
make a judgement about how to tell the past.
Authenticity—authority— enforces the social contract between the audience
and the museum, a socially agreed-upon reality that exists only as long as
confidence in the voice of the exhibition holds 24
Society authorizes curators to interpret objects. Under curators’ power, objects are
“removed from the continuity of everyday uses in time and space and made exquisite on
display, stabilized and conserved, objects are transformed in the meanings that they
may be said to carry: they become moments of ownership, commodities.”25 Museums
have a great deal of influence over the way people perceive objects. Museums use this
power not only to authenticate originals, but also to produce authentic (in the sense of
Bruner’s first definition) reproductions.
Scholars and other cultural leaders vie for the authority to authenticate;
“[authenticity] is seen as a struggle, a social process, in which competing interests argue
for their own interpretation of history. Culture is seen as contested, emergent, and
constructed, and agency and desire become part of the discourse.”26 Cultural authority
can be translated into both status and economic worth through the medium of objects.
Authenticity is used to differentiate and evaluate. For this reason, scholars and
museums become involved in matters of the politics of connoisseurship, of the political
economy of taste, and of status discrimination.27
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Because meaning and authenticity depend upon people to make associations
between objects and ideas, “cultural. . . ‘authenticity’ has as much to do with an
inventive present as with a past, its objectification, preservation, or revival.”28 As
products of and players in culture, reproductions are originals with unique contexts and
meanings: “the copy may afford an historical experience as ‘true’ as the original, but it is
a different experience.”29 Museums produce history through the notions people take
home with them, both tangible and otherwise.
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